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City group condemns
Kendall renewal plan
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Frt frosh to clean up toys
By Mike McNamee
Three MIT fraternities liave'
applied for a $500 Federal grant
to sponsor an unusual sort of
pledge project - removal .of
dangerous toys from Boston area
stores.
The grant, which is now being
considered by the US Consumer
Product Safety Commission, will
fund an effort by the pledge
classes of Delta Tau Delta
(DTD), Delta Upsilon (DU), and
'Phi Gamma Delta (Fiji) to survey more than 150 Boston-area
stores which sell toys, searching
for playthings that have been
nruled dangerous by the consumer agency.
The fraternity pledges will be
equipped with extensive lists of
of toys found by the consumer
agency to be unsafe for a variety
of reasons - shoddy manufacture, sharp edges, pointed objects, or breakability. The surveyors will inform store managers of any banned toys they
find on the shelf, and ask that
they be voluntarily removed. If
the toys are not removed, the
Federal agency will be informed.
"The pledges doing this sur-'
vey will have no authority to
order stores to remove toys,"
said Ed Michaelson '78, DTD,
who orginated the idea for the

unusual project. "But the Con- lar survey on a smaller scale.
sumer Product Safety Commis- "DTD has a tradition of servicesion is pretty strict about follow- oriented pledge projects, -and:
'ing up on the violations, and when we discussed what we
wanted to do, I proposed this,"
most stores realize this."
The consumer group has been Michaelson explained.
The Consumer Product Safeworking since 1970, Michaelson
ty
Commission was contacted in
toys
to
remove
dangerous
said,
from the market. It generally mid-October, and was eager to.
does not have enough staff, have the MIT group conduct the
however, to conduct extensive survey. The agency, however,
surveys of stores selling toys, wanted the project conducted
and so depends on volunteer on a larger scale that DTD could'
groups like the MIT fraternities handle, and so other fraternities
were invited to join. DU and Fiji
to carry out the canvassing.
The commission has estima- accepted, and the three houses
ted that more than 150,000 chil- formed the MIT Tri-Fraternity
dren and adults required hospital Pledge Association to conduct
treatment for injuries received the survey.
The Institute is not directly.
from unsafe toys in the last year.
Since the agency began-work in involved in the project - "We
1970, more than 1700 toys and have MIT's blessing, but not
other products have been ruled sponsorship," Michaelson said
unsafe for sale.
By law, manufacturers must
cease production or import of
any items the consumer agency
By Mike McNamee
rules unsafe, and stores must
The abuses of the Watergate
stop selling the items. But many
stores are either poorly informed scandal and the abuse of CIA
about the commission's rulings, power -in iverthrowing the
or lax about removing the pro- Allende government in Chile
ducts, Michaelson said.
both stem from "the mentality
Michaelson got tire idea for and personality of the Nixon
the unusual pledge project from administration," an MIT audihis high school days in Balti- ence was told yesterday.
A "paranoia and tendency to
more, where he organized a similook for enemies everywhere"
were major factors in the Nixon
Administration's quest to dominate its opponents, NBC newsman Ford Rowan told a seminar
sponsored by the MIT Ceter for
International Studies yesterday.
Group of the Center for Materi- This mental attitude, Rowan.
als Scien'ce and Engineering The said, was reflected in foreign
experiment was undertaken to operations by the CIA as well as
test if crystals could be grown in by the activities of the "Plumba weightless situation, away .ers Squad" in the Watergate
from the influence of gravita- burglary.
tional forces.
Rowan and his wife, Ann
The crystals 'that resulted Rowan, addressed the seminar of
from the experiment are said to the -topic "Watergate and the
be the most perfect and uniform CIA." Rowan is currently covercrystals made by man. The indi- ing the trial of the Watergate
um-antimonide crystal segment, cover-up conspirators for NBC
which was cut from a. larger news, and Ms. Rowan is a staff
cylindrical crystal, is of the type aide to Rep. Michael Harrington,
used in semiconductor devices (D-M ass.), who revealed in
such as transistors..
September the role the secret
Both Fqrd and Johnson com- agency played in the downfall of
memorated the occasion 'as an Allende's government in Chile.
important scientific feat and a
Ms. Rowan, who worked with
bright indicator for the usefulHarrington
on the secret testiness of the space program, which
has been largely dormant since mony that revealed the CIA's
the end of the Apollo programrn's Chile actions, said that the revemoonflights two years ago. lations raised a basic question
Johnson pointed out that the for the American public to ask:
results of the crystal experiment "Who makes foreign policy for
was "an example - one of the this country?" Harrington, she"
few - in which one sees an said, "was very upset when he
learned about the Clhile thing,
(Please turn to page Y9)

Space grown crystal
presented to president
MIT had its day at the White
House this week, when President
Gerald R. Ford was presented a
segment of a crystal grown in an
Ins t itu t e-planned experiment
aboard Skylab III Monday.
The crystal particle, which
was "grown" about the orbiting
space laboratory by astronauts
last January, was presented to
the President by Chairman of
the MIT Corporation Howard W.
Johnson at a special White
House ceremony.
The President told Johnson
that the crystal segment was "a
reminder that we should raise
our sights to' the broadening
horizon available to us through
our national investment in science and technology." Ford
added that he would keep the
crystal in its mounting in the
Oval Office where he works.
The crystal was grown as part
of an experiment under the direction of MIT Professors Harry
C. Gates and August F. Witt,
both of the Electronic Materials

By Michael Garry
A redevelopment plan for
Kendall Square, recently adopted by the Cambridge City
Council with the support of
MIT, has been harshly criticized
by a Cambridge community
group as an attempt to turn
Cambridge into "a towering
university city."

According to a circular au,
thored by the Kendall Square
Committee of the Cambridge
Tenants Organizing Committee,
MIT helped bring about the City'
Council's approval of the'
"Neighborhood Plan" by "spen-'
ding time and money wooing,
our city councilors and other
influential people."
The intent of the Neighborhood Plan, as described by MIT'
administrators, (see The Tech,
Oct. 15, 1974) is to turn the
Kendall Square area into "if
diversified living environment"
offering a broad-range of redeJ
velopment possibilities, including the construction of light
industrial plants, retail stores
and residential housing The,
.emphasis of the plan, however,
has been on housing as opposed
to light industry and technical
office space, both of which had
been underscored by some of
the other redevelopment proposals.

The notice questioned whether the Neighborhood Plan.
would benefit the many middle
and lower income citizens of
Cambridge. It asserted that the
plan would not provide needed

low-rental family housing but

rather luxury, highrise housing
beyond the financial means of
these citizens. In addition the
notice declares' that the plan
would not furnish the light
industry needed to create employment possibilities for blue
collar workers, relieve traffic
congestion, or resolve the problem of the "ever-increasing repressire property tax."
The vote approving the plan,
the circular said, is not legally
binding and may be changed by
the City Council in the next
year. In order to accomplish this
the Cambridge Tenants Organizing Committee intends to
combat the "powerful vested
interests" supporting the plan by
mobilizing the "strong and well

organized community opposition groups." The vested interest
groups cited by the circular in-.
elude universities such as MIT
and Harvard, the Chamber of
Commerce, and certain real es-'
tate developers.
The circular pointed out that
a "conflict of interest" question:
involving a vested interest arose'
when Mayor Sullivan refused to
disqualify himself from the
voting on the redevelopment
plan in siite of his connection
with the Charlesbank Trust
Company, which presently hap'a
branch office in Kendall Square
and will be allowed to relocate
upon the completion of Kendall
Square's redevelopment. Sullivan'
is the bank's vice-president and a
member of its board of direc-

tors.

Watergate, CIA ab uses simi"lar.
and tried to get the aprropriate
Congressional committees to act
on int."
Despite Harrington's concern,
Ms. Rowan said, she didn't
believe that the congressman was
responsible for the subsequent
leaks of the information to the
New York -Timesand the Washington Post ,that resulted in the
publishing of the testimony
early in September. "I think it
would be unfair to speculate on
who was responsible for the
leaks," Ms. Rowan-said.
Rowan said that the abuses of
the CIA and the Nixon adminis.

tration were both "made possible for an abundance of
money," and added that that
money should be retraced to get
at the roots of both situations.
Both the Rowans scored the
news media for its "short attention span," saying that the treatment of the Watergate story and
the CIA revelations had both
been treated superficially.
"The media- is usually just
after the sexy stuff,"- Rowan
said. "Now that they are beginning to think that Watergate is.
dead, they are concentrating on
(Pleaseturn to page 8)

NBC newsman Ford Rowan and his wife Ann aciressed a seminar on
Photo by Mark -fames
'WJatergate and the CIA" yesterday afternoon.
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Police Blotter is a weekly compilation of Campus Patrol Activities on andoff the
Items for the Blotter are selected by the Patrol.
10/22/74
Patrol received the report of
the theft. of a Sony Tape Recorder and a Texas Instruments
calculator from an open and
unoccupied room in Ashdown
House. Boston and Cambridge
Pawn Shop Divisions notified.

basketball players or his basketball

The Campus Patrol was- notified of a suspicious person in the
Senior House. The occupants
stated that a student inquired
into the business of an unlnown
person on the premises and
immediately this person departol
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MIT campus-

ed from the building. A description was given to the, Campus
Patrol for a further check in the
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of the locks had been forced and
wallets taken from the lockers.
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jCGREEK FOOD AT IS BEST
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11j4/74
The Campus Patrol received
several reports of larcenies from
lockers in the duPont Gym.

-

I

- he Historic OLD VILNA SHUL
T
16 Phillips St.,: Beacon-Hill, Boft6n.
invites the Jewish students ta 0u; TrIdnla~Ial
- Orthodoxk Sevi.es:
FRIDAY: Sundown
SABBATH! 9 am

area.

11/3/74

10/27/74
Patrol reports the apprehension of a juvenile responsible for
the theft of a camera from the
Game room in the Student Center. The camera was returned to
the owner.

1

()pen II irm - I 1 pm

)aily

924 Mass. Ave:in (Camlbridgc Phone 491-9592
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Economic Issues of Equal Employment
, Phyllis Wallace
Visiting Professor, Sioan School pof Management
November 12, 1974

10/29/74
Report was received of a
handbag theft from an open
room. in Burton House. Complaintant reports that she had

gmad

Tuesday

been in and out of the room all
evening, and had seen no suspicious persons in the area.

log
mm1

Women's Forum,
Room 10-105

10/29/74 '
Patrol reports the recovery of
a ladie's purse that had been
stolen from a lab in Building 3.
The purse contained over $1000
in personal property which was
recovered intact.
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11/1/74
Patrol reported the recovery
of a vehicle which had been
reported stolen in Cambridge
earlier in the week by the Cambridge Police Department.
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I 1/1/74

The Patrol received a com: plaint of the larceny of a Commodore Calculator valued at
$140 from an unlocked room in
the East Campus complex.

L

For a limited time only, you can trade in your old, tired blood at
the Sala. In exchange, you will get the satisfaction of knowing that
you have helped to save a life. Arnd, as a special incentive for the

Trying to get plane reservations or
waiting in long lines at Logan Airport
for your tickets'can be an extreme
hassel during the Thanksgiving and
Christmas seasons.

with a confirmed reservation. Then
just let us know when you want to
pick up your ticket and we'll have it
ready for you. It's that easy! In fact we have a Mail-a.Ticket plan for those
who can't stop in.

Our new " ONE-STEP " service
eliminates all this. By representing
every airline your one call to us puts
you on the airline of your choice

If you're going to the Caribbean,Europe,
skiing...ask about our special Packages!

MIT cornmmunlity, each donor will get a coupon entitling him/her to
a medium Gershrman's cheese pizza for only $1.00 (only one per

1111/74
An occupant of Baker House
reported the larceny of camera
from his room sometime during
the past six days. The occupant
stated that his room had been
locked during the time which he
was away.

ALLEGHENY. DELTA EASTERN TWA- NATIONAL' NORTHWEST- UNITED
AIR NEW ENGLAND

donor - you can't give more than a pint anyway) which is good
until November 23 (please mention the coupon when calling in your
order). So make an appointment now (forms all overthe Institute,
and at the TCA office), or just walk in at the Sala. Please, help save
a fife.

4 BRATTLE STREET (ON HARVARD SO! f (AMHPII)C;f

Ad space donated by The Tech Pizza coupons donated by Gershman's

11/1/74
A 'Texas Instrument Rule Calculator valued at $72 was stolen
from an unattended room in
Building 9. The complainant reported that he left the room for
five minutes and discovered the
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loss on. his return.
11/1274

The Patrol received a report
of a vehicle left in a damaged.
condition while parked on Memorial Drive in front of one of
the Fraternity Houses. Information disclosed that an occupant
of passing vehicle damaged-the
parked vehicle with a baseball
bat. Windows were broken -and
the fenders and the hood were
dented.
11/2/74

II

A complaint was:- received
from a sports minded student
who let four unknown persons
use his basketball while the benefactor was playing volleyball.
Upon return to retrieve his property he-ras unable to locate the

k

OLGA KORBUT AND THE
RUSSIAN GYMNASTIC TEAM
ARE COMING TO. BOSTON.
NOVEMBER 17TH, 4 PM
NOVEMBER 18TH, 7:30 PM

H[]eadquarters
®BOOTS

PARKAS

dipa! She was the most captivating and
applauded performer of'the Munich Olympics.
Now you can see her in person, repeating the
feats that won her one silver and three gold
. -.-'edamtl Dst)onTmiissthisspectacutar event'!. .
Your chance to see Olga Korbut, gold medal
winner Ludmila Tourischeva, and Russia's
finest male and female gymnasts.
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Demo victry
n
By Gexald Radack
and Mike McNamee
The Democratic Party gained
a landslide of massive proportions in nationwide voting last
Tuesday, as American voters rejected Republican candidates in
the wake of Watergate, the
Nixon pardon, and'the bad state
of the economy.
Congressional Democrats had
gained approximately 43 seats in
the House of Representatives
over the 1972 results, and increased their lead in the Senate
by three votes. Viewing these
results, House Speaker Carl
Albert (D-Okla.) told reporters,
"This is not just a victory - this
is a mandate."
In state races, Democrats
tightened their grip on the nation's statehouses, increasing the
number of Democratic governors
by six to 37. Republicans not
only lost to Democrats, but
dropped a gubernatorial race to
Independent James B. L.ongley
of Maine, leaving only 12
Republican governors in the

From now until eternity, it is the best,
most penetrating, utterly fascincating
movie ever made on the subiect.
-- Winsten, N.Y. Post

_..~mana~

Graduate Study at

UHCi LoA.
Dean Robert S. kinsman will be at the Career
Planning and Placement Office on Wednesday
afternoon, November 13, to talk about graduate
programs at U.C.L.A. in the aris and sciences,
erngineering, and management.
Students wishing to see him should schedule an
appointment at the Placement Office, Room 10-140.
I:m.
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arks election

alumnus; he was quoted as was increased to 10, as opposed
saying "the price of hamburg" to 2 Republican Congressmen,
and economic issues had lost with Middlesex County Commishim the election.
sioner Paul E. Tsungas defeating
In the closest of the-state- one-term incumbent Paul W.
wide elections, Francis X. Cronin in the Fifth CongresBelloti, Democratic candidate sional District. Cronin's loss,
for Attorney General, defeated many analysts felt, was almost
Republican Josiah A. Spaulding directly due to Watergate-type
by only 30,000 votes. The race -issues, since the Republican. rewas considered too close to call fused to follow Tsongas' lead by
yesterday morning, but seemed. publishing his tax returns for the
to be settled by noon, when over last several years.
95 per cent of the vote had been
A controversial referendum
counted.
issue, the "Question 7" that
The Democratic Massachu- proposed reorganization of the
setts Congressional delegation
(Pleaseturn to page.O)

countryw

Massachusetts was no exception to the nationwide trend,
with all major statewide races
being won by Democrats.
Michael Dukakis lead the slate,
defeating incumbent Republican
Francis Sargent '39 by a margin
of approximately 200,000 votes.
That race had been marked by
an acrimonious campaign, with
charges and counter-charges flying between the two candidates;
camps throughout the battle.
Sargent, who had trailed
Dukakis by as much as 25 per
cent in polls during the campaigrn, had closed the gap to
about four points in a statewide
Boston Globe poll published
Monday. But the final efforts
weren't
enough
for
the MIT
4·1
-- -aarrar-"ral
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That's right! We specialize in superb pizzas
(that's all we sell) and fast, free delivery.
So if you want a delicious pizza and have it
delivered hot, fast and free- call Domino's.

354-5750M
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118 Magazine St.
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By Storm Kauffman
Well, they're at it again.. cluttering
the Building 7 lobby with all sorts of
masterpieces of dubious function.
This time the whole thing can be
attributed to the Center for Advanced
Engineering Study; the Architecture
Department is blameless for once.
If you've wandered through there in
the past two days, you have undoubtedly
been accosted by numerous gadgets clamoring for your inattention. There is an
aluminum staircase or something that
goes up and down every once in a while,
there is a display of graphics, there are a
couple of television sets with MIJTV and
CAES programs. What arrested my progress precipitously was a reflector strategically placed right in the path from the
main doors to the main corridor. The
reflector reflects the image of a convoluted, illuminated pink blob. The whole
ef feet is, ah, well ... I would have said
"Cunique" if it hadn't reminded me of
weather.
A h1, 'Weather.''
That is capital
"W"eather. Another one of Building 7
lobby works that was turned loose on an
unsuspecting Institute community. Weather occurred sometime last No:vember
and lasted way too long; its primary
feature was obstruction of passage
through the lobby. I will admit that there
were some interesting exhibits; the big
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intensive effort to plug the leaks at the
By Jack Anderson
C United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
-State Dept.
WASHINGTON - In this election
Kissinger is outraged over press reports
week, perhaps the voters should be re- - many of them ours - about his Middle
minded they have a long way to go before East negotiations and his celebrated
they clean up Capitol Hill. Congress has "tilts" toward Turkey and white Africa.
spent millions of dollars investigating A few weeks ago, he restricted the distriWatergate, but it still has not set its own bution of classified cables. The European
house in order.
Affairs Bureau, for example, used to get
A spot check investigation has turned 30 copies of incoming cables. They now
get six.
up these continuing abuses:
A team of top aides toured the depart- The Constitution forbids acceptance
of any and all foreign gifts. Nonetheless, ment and told lesser bureaucrats they
in this session of Congress alone, we have would henceforth receive only those teleuncovered more than 100 such illegal grams that were directly related to their
trips by the nation's lawmakers and their. -particular jobs. And they were warned
aides.
not to duplicate the few cables they get.
In addition, the director general of the
- The free mail privilege, by law, is
restricted to official business only. New Foreign Service lectured his underlings on
standards have been adopted to make the "ethics" of their calling. "Malicious"
congressional newsletters less of a promo- news leaks, he told them, maligned the
tion piece for the members. Yet we have "integrity" of the Foreign Service. Those
found numerous newsletters which vio- who could not live with Kissinger's poli7
Late even these minimal restrictions.
cies, he suggested, should resign or take
- Federal law prohibits soliciting or "leave without pay."
accepting campaign contributions on fedThe truth is there is little information
eral property. This is one statute that which must be kept secret in the interest
most congressmen know quite well. Yet of national security. Indeed, Henry
representatives of labor unions and other Kissin' er4 himself is walking proof of the
special interest groups regularly drop off hyprocisy of the'classification system.
campaign contributions on Capitol Hill.
He routinely holds "background"
Inl addition, a number of lawmakers use press conferences in which he divulges
their congressional offices to send out sensitive information. The bits and pieces
plasticelupside-dowvn umbrella which drip,
political contribution mailings.
he reveals, however, are carefully selected
ped water into the center of the lobby
One reason congressmen so freely to further the aims and desires of Henry
was intriguing as long as it wasn't leaking flout campaign laws, apparently, is that Kissinger.
on you. There was that plastic inflatable the Justice Dept. has refused to enforce
Recently, CBS newsman Daniel Schcorr
igloo with the obscene entrance. There them.
was investigating the US~ government's
wrere all the streamers hung from main
Since the original campaign spending role in t he 1973 coup in Chile. Hie
entrance portico, making the Institute law was adopted in 1971, the Clerk of the obtained information -critical of Kissinger
appear as if it were suffering a "Gala House and the Secretary of the Senate and visited the State Dept. for a rebuttal'.
Granld Opening." And there were a bunch have forwarded nearly 10,000 apparent Kissinger's executive assistant. - Larry
of connected wooden frames that seemed violations to the Justice Dept. for investi- Eagleburger, reached into the State
to have blocking of the way as their only gation and possible prosecution. Some Dept.'s vaults -and produced three top
purpose. As you can tell, I really liked 1,800 incidents have been reported to secret documents that tended to back
Weather.
Justice this year alone.
Kissinger's side of the story.
Lobby 7, as it is sometimes whimsicalSo far, however, the Justice Dept. has
About a week earlier, Kissinger's p ress
ly called, can be used well. I don't dislike failed to act. Indeed, only a few attorneys spokesmnan had heatedly branded news
everything that has ever been in there, have been assigned to handle reported leaks a "disgrace to the Foreign Service."
and my favorite remains the "Erector violations.
Ford to Ford
Set." For those ouf you who arrived after
Some of the complaints are purely
Ford is, under severe pressure from his
May 1973, this was a stairway construct- technical in nature: a candidate filed a 'former Michigan backers to switch econoed by -architecture students during 1AP late report, or a contributor was not mic gears. He is still calling upon the
'71. The .structulre looked literally like an properly identified. Many other cases, American people to spend less in order to
erector set, wandering its way up to the however, involve serious infractions of keep prices down and curb inflation. But
second floor balcony with alcoves for the law, including the acceptance of Americans are already spending less than
private conversation, tooling, or what- illegal corporate contributions, illegal the'auto industry would like on new cars.
ever. Originally intended to provide easier expenditure of personal funds and violaNew car sales are down drastically. A
access to the second floor, it was one of tions of the general spending limitations. recent, nine-day survey shows Ford and
the few projects to succeed in its objec- ~
- -Henry the Plumber
Chrysler sales~ c:>ff 18 per__cen~t_._Geiiira-l
tive. It was int:eresting, useful, fun to
During the first Nixon administration,
Motors down 34 per cent and American
climb around onl, and didn't block the Henry Kissinger's concern over news Motors down 46 per cent. Close to
path. When they killed it in May of that "leaks" helped to stimulate wiretaps on 65,000 workers have been laid off the Big
year, it was with false promises of a members of his- own- -National-Security Three production lines.
bigger and better stairway. I had images Council staff. Press reports of the wiretap
Hard times in the auto indusitry are
of a massive maze leading to possibly thle campaign embarrassed Kissinger so much also spreading swiftly to the industries
third floor balcony and, dare I hope, the that he threatened to resign.
that produce auto accessories and to
fourth. What did I get'! Weather! DisilluBut the adverse publicity apparently
everyone else who does business with the
sionment followed.
didn't cure him. He has now begun an auto community.
,__
_
; _
;
_
_
Since then, the lobby has often been
used well. The musical, theater, and
dance interludes at noon are enjoyable to
''
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~r~~~~~~~~i~r;
watch, even if you only have a few
moments. Even pieces of Weather and
-4 1 I ,
I1,
this latest stroke of genius have a certain
appeal for several days. H1-owever, most of
the time I go steamrolling through the
lobby, late for somne class or appointment
and in no mind to brook anything that
gets in myv path. Later, when I 'has-e the
time, I am more than willing to go back
and poke around - I like mysterious
gadgetry as much as anyone around MIT.
But I do not see why the people who
place the exhibits must force them on
people by making people run into them.
If Suzanne Weinberg (Lobby 7 coordinator) wants to keep doing these events -and she should - I think at least a few of
us would appreciate not being forced to I" HAWi sl5MEA
s
n
ON iM OUR CQV"WPr Af elf5CVinN
f-R
r PREIC15interact with them when we don't want
IN S711Y WLlt 11A
V6E 115.
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by Brarnt parker and Johnny hart

As a former congressman from Michi
gan, President Ford' is close to the auto
tycoons. They want him to urge Americans to spend more, not less. The nation's
number one problem, they are pleading is
not inflation but recession.
When the auto tycoons speak, Ford
out of habit listens. So if the economy
continues to weaken, he is likely to take
their advice.
Washington Whirl
According to US narcotics agents, a
dope runner recently flew into Jamaica in
an amphibious plane to make a pickup
and paid his peasant suppliers with counterfeit mohey. On his next run, he came
in at night and the peasants put up
landing flares in a swamp full of alligators ... Consumer advocate Ralph Nader,
say our sources, will soon call for the the
resignation of President Ford's economic
chief, William Simon.
Continuous News Service
41
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Gioup participation and "'advocacy
architecture" are the themes at a
neighborhood playground designed by
MIT graduate student Nick Eltorn,
which is being built on Nortlh Harvard
Street in Allston.
"We aren't going to just present the
people of the neighborhood with a
park,"" Elton said of the project.
"They will have- been involved in
design and construction of their playground from the start - it will be
theirs."
The playground is being sponsored
by the- North Halrvard Neighborhood
Council, a community group cornposed mainly of residents of the
Charlesview housing project in Allston_
The group, organized about 18 months
ago, raised almost $2000 to lease
three-quarters of an acre from Harard
UJniversity, and then asked MIT's Community Projects Laboratory for aid in
designing the playground and park.
That's where Elton came in.
"There's nothing really fantastic or
unusual about the design," Elton, an
architecture student, told The Tech.
"But it is unusual to see a community
as involved in planning, design, and

A

I

I'
II

II
II
F

construction as this one has been."
Since $2000 is "not a whole lot of
money to develop that much land,",
Elton said, scrounging and volunteer
labor have been the watchwords for
the-- project. The Federal government
provided funds to hire 30 neighborhood children to work full-time during
the summer on the playground, and
several schools in the Boston area have
supported students who are helping,
but most of the work on the playground has come from what Elton
calls "sweat equity."
Neighborhood children, as the main
beneficiaries of the project, have also
been strongly involved in completing
it. 'Wood for a 7(-foot long fence was
donated by educational TV station
WBGH, and the local kids are painting
a mural - showing a "people's park,"
of course - on the fence. "We're
trying to get the kids involved-and get
interaction with' them, too," Elton
said.

When completed, the playground
will serve the people of the North
Harvard Street area of Allston, including residents of proposed manriedstudent housing planned by Harvard.

Gomm
iunity Design- Prject
Photos by Roger Goldstein
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rocks. For the most part, we sat in
silence. Somehow the significance of the
response time of the vidicon system on
the Viking Lander paled before the real
debate before us - science vs. superstition.
I bring this up in connection with Dr.
Asimov's book, because Asimov is probably the most powerful voice of science
reaching the American public today. With
the success of fakers like von Daniken
and Vehilkovski, it's good to know
there's at least one popular writer about
science who knows what he's talking
about.
Asimov on Chemistry itself has little
new to offer to an' already avid Asimov
fan. All the articles have been published
previously, first in The Good Doctor's
monthly column in Th7e Magazine of
Fantasy and Science Fiction, and again in
books now out of print. They date from
the early 1960's- the latest was printed
in 1966. The essays themselves remain
unchanged, since to update them "would
deprive you of the fun of seeing me eat
my words now and then," says the author
in his preface. Instead, he annotates them
with footnotes, remarking on what's

changed in the past ten years.
In addition, there are a number of
thumb-nail biographies of famous chemists scattered through- the book, and,
since the articles have been chosen
around a common theme, he includes an
index.
The essays themselves are not seriously
dated, because their subject matter for
the most part deals with the historical
development of chemistry and its basic
applications.
Whefi he speaks of current speculations in the field, though, it's easy to pick
arguments with him. When faced with his
speculations on the possible chemical
bases for life other than carbon-water,
one is tempted to say, "yes, but- "; and
as a student of planetary sciences, I can
see where he almost blew it in his essay
on "Recipe for a Planet." His description
of the interior of the Earth almost agrees
with modem theories, though it's not
clear Asirnov understands why. At any
rate, it's probably a lot closer than what
most of the professionals were saying
back in 1961, when the article was first
written.
However, my main complaint as a
chemist is not what he says, but all the
interesting stories that he doesn't talk
about, The "Recipe for a Planet" and
"The Evens Have It," concerning the
stability of even:numbered isotopes, are
both examples of subjects that have
ramifications he doesn't even hint at, and
which- seem to be deserving of entire
books.
It's natural I'd want more on.these
topics; after all,.that's why I'm spending
my time here at MIT. Not everyone is as
crazy about the stuff as I am, and they
probably wouldn't suffer through a book
on the subject. To the average reader, the
variety of topics Asimov touches on gives
added appeal to, the book. There are
plenty of interesting things in science that
Asimov doesn't write about; he probably
doesn't even know about them. Why do
we have to depend on one man to tell our
stories to the general public?
The fact is that scientific research is a
luxury supported by an affluent society.

POWER
by Laurence Janifer
Dell/219pp/95 cents

driblets, oligarchic features first, and interlaced with such a thicket of conservative quotations, ranging from Machiavelli
and Burke to de Tocqueville and

Maybe I should have had more sense
than to open by reviewing something by
Laurence Janifer; if this comes across as
incoherent it essentially reflects what I
just read. Janifer has written half a dozen
books in a wide variety of styles and with
widely varying: degrees of success; in at
least one case (You Sane Men, reissued
by Lancer as Bloodworld) he gives the
impression of having overestimated either
the importance of his theme or his own
capacity to express that theme. I
wouldn't say exactly that about Power in fact I'm not sure just what I would say
because this book is so jammed with
disorderly detail that the plot can only
dribble through the cracks.
Sanifer has proposed Earth "three hundred years after the collapse," ruled by a
monarch (the Emperor) who appoints a
Cabinet (Coun,6ilors) and Legislature (the
Dichtung) and who is restrained only by
referenda onf his nominees; an Emperor
who loses/.too many referenda is deposed,
althoulgh there is no indication of the
procedure for replacing him. Stated so
baldly the system does not seem so
severely tyrannical, but it is expounded in

Hamilton (Hamilton to Jefferson: "Your
people, sir, is a great beast.") that I found
it irritating and dyslogistic rather than
thought-provoking, in the manner of
some of the anti-Left stories in Analog.
The extremely dense writing in this
book is a further irritant. What plot there
is can be described in a few words: the
son of a Councillor incites a mutiny on
his assigned space-navy ship and threatens
to bomb a colony on Mars if his demands
are not met. However, it takes us several
pages to extract this much, fragment by
fragment, because the author spends most
of his time babbling on about what is
going on moment by moment in the
minds of everyone who is currently on
stage. I use the words "on stage" advisedly; it's ihe only way to describe the series
of postures that take the place of a plot
for the huge cast (there is actually a list
of some forty characters at the beginning
of the book, a maneuver I thought was
confined to the Ace paperback slushpile).
In addition, the slow dribbling of information would be appropriate to the class
of political adventure novel told from the
outside looking in, such as Vanished and
The President's Plane Is Missing (Janifer

ASIMOV ON CHEMISTRY
Doubleday/255 pages/$8.95
Last year I had the pleasure of being a
participant, along with a number of other
researchers from the MIT Planetary
Astronomy Lab, in a panel for a radio
show on WGBH featuring the welltravelled Cornell astronomer, Carl Sagan.
Since Dr. Sagan has been the proponent
of a number of theories that were not in
vogue among the MITPAL people, we
were ready to bring up some pointed
questions about the details of his work, as
a sort of reminder that by coming to
Cambridge he was entering the camp of
the enemy.
Tle moderator of the show was from
the radio station. And from the moment
he asked his first question, it was clear
that Sagan was indeed in the camp of the
enemy. The moderator started off with
UFO's, went on to ask about occult
powers, Atlantis, and the "life force" of

Granted, some discoveries may lead to a
better life later on, but scientific research
is supported not merely as an investment
in the future. People want to know about
the nature of the universe right now.
They'll pay money to anyone willing to
tell them, be it Isaac Asimov or Erich von
Daniken. It's not just good P.R. for
scientists to explain their research to the,
general public; it's a moral obligation.
Yet most scientists refuse to become
writers, and most writers know abysmally
little science.
THlE ENCY(:-,PE'DlC
Too many scientists I know tend to
MONEY SAVING GUIDE TO THE
GREATER BOSTON AND
make a cult of their knowledge cloaking
:
MASSACHUSETS
AREA
it in deliberately obscure jargon, and
tending to ostracize anyone who dares go BOSTON' BARGAIN FINDIER
"popular." Most scientists are like the Consumer Alliance, Craig and Peter
group of us from MITPAL, who wanted Norback
to show up Carl Sagan on the detailed
Books/248 pages/S3.95
technology of his Mars landing craft Hannrmony
This book reputes itself to be "The
design, even though such a discussion
would have bored the pants off anyone -encyclopedic money saving guide to the
Boston, and Massachusetts area."
who happened to be listening in on it. We Greater
It succeeds and fails at the same time.
resent Carl Sagan, out of jealousy (he's
It lists over 500 stores with sure fire
not really. such a hot scientist, but he sure
bargains
all over 'Massachusetts, yet
gets in the papers a lot) and out of fear.
missed
over
2 dozen inexpensive stores in
(If he makes our work sound too simple,
Cambridge and Boston alone;
then who can we impress?)
The -stores are listed under thirty
Professional science writers are no
different
categories of merchandise. Each
help. A prime example is Walter Sullivan,
category is preceeded by a description of
the conceited science editor of the New the points to watch out for, to get
both a
York T.,nes, who seems to have a small good price and
top
quality.
The
descripcircle of friends (yes, Carl Sagan is one of tions vary from the best discussion of hifi
them) whom he'll quote at the drop of a terminology I have seen to several onehat, whether they know anything about sentence "duhhh... we really don't
the matter at hand or not. After all, know what to say."
they're scientists- aren't they?
All the- stores are listed alphabetically
The most distressing aspect is that and geographically in appendices, with
science writing at MIT seems to be general info about hours, credit policies,
especially bad. Tech Talk is uniformly etc., which adds greatly to the book's
vague in their articles on research; they usefulness.
seem to be more afraid of being wrong
The store listings are followed by an
than interested in conveying information. extremely brief guide to the local Boston
And student-run news media are hardly entertainment scene. It misses most of
without sin. MITV once had a story the inexpensive great places that
this
about a new x-ray telescope that could author knows, and seems to have been
detect "galaxies up to 200 million miles added to increase sales to the quick
away"' and The Tech carried an article glance buyer.
earlier this year about the discovery of a
The book is quite attractive, laid out
13th moon on Jupiter, which, among its- with lots of space around the headings
numerous faults, referred to the planet as. and type. Each section.is
preceeded by an
a "stellar object."
In contrast to these horrors, Asimov old Sears and Roebuck catalogue type
stands out as being lucid, entertaining, picture. Unfortunrately, this doubles the
and, for the most part, accurate. Asimov size of the book, and, one assumes, its
on Chemistry is probably the kind of price. Questionable practice for a group
book you'd buy as a Christmas gift, to whose object is to save you money.
It appears that the Consumer Alliance
show your Aunt Matilda what kind of
(a
NYC-based non-profit organization)
stuff you learn at MIT. But it's also the
sent
two people up to Boston for a few
kind of book you'd enjoy reading yourdays.to
gather the data, and then packself.
Guy Consolmagno aged it attractively.
I would recommend it to people who
are new to Boston or those who have cars
and like to shop for bargains on rainy
Litterae is The Tech's Literary
Saturdays. Otherwise, I would ask around
Section. Your contributions and
and learn where to shop well and cheaply
from the grapevine and save the four
feedback are welcome.
dollars.
Len Tower Jr.
even begins the story with a discussion
between two newsmen) but such coyness point, however, is so relentlessly hamsimply doesn't work when the largest part mered as to become an amorphous, indiof the story is told from the councillor's gestible lump. This approach (perhaps
point of view. Some pieces of the story "attack" would be the better word)
might work fairly well as a suspense film accounts for most of the wordage in the
in the style of Alfred Hitchcock (the book and makes just sitting down and
councillor also has a daughter married to reading through it something of a chore.
a star actor on whom the new edition of That chore, magnified by the alternation
the mob will come down if he is unable of chapters of the story with lengthy and
to pay off his debts to them, as he will be abstruse political quotations in 18th cenif this particular Martian colony is de- tury English, probably accounts for some
stroyed). The parts do not work on of my hostility - but even with extensive
paper, however, and Janifer should make digging I found little to like in this book.
peace with the limitations of his medium.
Isaac Asimov has written that backThe justification claimed by Janifer ground is the first point of science ficfor his political system is quite similar to tion: the writer must begin by creating a
Heinlein's; it keeps the idiots out and vision of the future - society, mechaproduces a government of men who can nisms, and all - against which to set his
govern best. Leaving aside the fact that in story, and the story will commonly stand
politics idiocy and capability are highly or fall largely by the solid constuction
subjective judgments, Janifer portrays the and smooth exposition of this backCabinet and Legislature as having (for an ground. Janifer unfortunately begins by
approximation) no smaller percentage of thoroughly muddling the background and
loudmouths, headline hunters, and the characters (it's astonishing how much
power-seekers than today's average. He can be written about a character without
does get one ironic point out of his thesis really telling us anything) and meanders
of "power to the wisest": the son, not.an on to an inconclusive ending that tries to
ordinance officer, decides Ojust before the be impressive but instead leaves the readrest of the crew rises and kills him) to er wondering why anything happened at
bomb the colony; he lets go at the wrong all.
point and demolishes some sand dunes
Chip Hitchcock
sixty miles off target. Even this good
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less exploitation of the Miami Cuban
refugees by everybody since and includ-

be the king of election time pranks. Tuck opponents with Communism. This time it
is credited with the fortune cookie 'inci-was to be done by first falsely associating
dent. It seems that everyone at a dinner a liberal democratic organization with
for the 1960 presidential candidate softness on commies. It might .have
Nixon, received the same-fortune cookie worked but he got caught. Yes dear
message. They were all told to ask Nixon friends, if the California Democrats had
the desire to raise the money for legal
When Watergate began to unravel, I about certain money dealings.
Mankiewicz claims that pranks "as fees, we might not have suffered six years
said to a classmate, "It's as if Fletcher
of Richard the First. They decided that
Knebel were writing the script from day usual" didn't consist of outright fraud Nixon was finished anyway. He had lost
to day." I also noted that Knebel's Night and were more on the order of bringing two election attempts in a row and had
of Camp David, ended with the resigna- up the embarrassing issue at the wrong made an ass of himself at his farewell
tion of a paranoid president and special time for the candidate. We recognize the news conference. I used to be skeptical
arrangements for the scandalized Vice Nixon personality at work here. The man about cycles in history, but no longer.
President. Since then I have stayed away who saw protesters as a threat to his-own Richard the Lion-assed ripped us off
from "Watergate books." Perfectly Cleat peace of mind hence to national security twice, with the same plans. Get a load of
is my first. It is dated but still contains would easily equate the fortune cookie the ten-year intervals and hold on to your
relevant passages as it traces Nixon's question with forged letters and bugging. spirit of 1984, as elder statesman Nixon
It goes even deeper, putting forth the
political -career.
will undoubtedly be calling himself the
Perfectly Clear was Written so long ago claim'that Nixon never won a fair eleco hero of the Watergate expose.
that Agnew hadn't resigned yet. The tion, with the possible exception of 1968.
On the -more contemporary side,
A chapter entitled "The California
tapes were still unavailable to anyone but
Mankiewicz contemplates the national
Nixon men. It is, therefore, a bitter and Proving Ground" chronicles some of security excuse. HIe bemoans the shameslanted report embodying the frustration Nixon's better and lesser known treachthat 'was felt by many who could see the eries. In California Richard the Deposed
evidence piled high, while those who was responsible for distorted and downright fraudulent smear campaigns against
could act were blind.
Jerry Voorhis and Helen
opponents.
two
of
Mankiewicz spends portions
both
opposed Nixon: His stanDouglas
chapters listing Watergate related crimes.
both was that theyvwere
against
line
dard
All the wallowers and fhounders of the
supported by communist movements
"ovenvhelmingly popular (ex-)president"
should have their scorecards ready. In- with hugeslush funds. He then compared
cluded- also is an appendix which lists their voting records with so called Cbmsome criminal statutes which may have munist leaning Senators. The assumption
was that a Communist would- never vote
been violated by Nixon people.
The eniduring portion -of the book is for anything good, and of course -people
the brief history of campaign tricks. A believed his statistics and faked pools
fellow by the name of Dick Tuck' used to then as in 1972. Also in California Nixon
became a delegate for Earl Warren's attempt for the Presidential nomination-in
1952. Eisenhower and Senator RA. Taft
were supposedly in deadlock as the convention approached. Warren hoped that
he would be the choice if the deadlock
couldn't be broken. Nixon got right in
and started working hard, for
Eisenhower. Strangely enough he became
Perfectly Clear: Nixon fronm Whittier to
Watergate
by Frank Mankiewicz
The -New York Times Book Company:
Quadrangle/232 pages/$8.95

ing Eisenhower. The whole point of the

latter half of the book is the search for
the roots of such abuse of power. After
beating around the blind loyalty bush, we
wind up at the American Fuehrerprinzip.
Mankiewicz contacted, Albert Speer.
Speer wisely chose to avoid direct comment and only described the FP. It seems
as though thile coverap trial will be important in' verifying the extent of FP present
in the White House.
Mankiewicz ends with a call for impeachment and appendices containing
some relevant docments. But the concluding remarks' aren't all obsolete. He
stresses the 1984 aspects of the Nixonian
language of politics. Prophetically Gerald
Ford is referred to as the man who moves
only with the support of the White
House, i.e. Nixon people.
David Shepard

Eisenhower's running mate.

The last test of tactics in California
was in 1962 against the incumbent Governor Brown. Haldeman, Maurice Stans and
Herbert Kalmbach were there. They set
up and operated the "Committee for ite
Preservation of the Democratic Party in
Califomia." They mailed out fake pools
and warnings to borderline Democrats.
ThEe idea again was to associate the.
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Cash in your deposit bottles. Maybe even get a
second job. But whatever you do, run to your nearest
Technics dealer. Because right now he's
putting together exciting
component packages

|t

built around 3outstanding
Technics receivers.
The SA-5400X. A 4-channel
receiver with a matrix
decoder. Inputs for a
CD-4 demodulator. And a
:~~i
switch for 4-amplifier power in stereo. Then there's the SA-800OX. With a built-in CT)-4
demodulator. It can handle any 4-channel system with ease. Or the SA-7300X. It does everythin Lg
the SA-8000X does, but adds the convenience of automatic CD-4 separation and carier level controls.
should be the heart of
receiver
So go see your Technics dealer. He'll show you why a Technics~~~~~
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your component system. And good music is a lot more important than a good nghtrs sleep.
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ments there towards a "diplomacy in revolution" policy.
Tueni, who addressed a seminar sponsored by the MIT Political'Science Department, spoke
prior to a decision by the heads
of the Arab states, meeting in
Morocco, to recognize the Palestinian Liberation Organization.
That move, which threatened
Israeli involvement in the Mideast peace talks in Geneva, was
viewed as an endorsement of the
idea of establishing a Palestinian
state on the West bank of the
Jordan River.
The Arab states have an -in-

By James Jones
The formation of a state for
Palestinian refugees is becoming
highly favored by public opinion
in Arab countries, and will lead
to pressure on Arab governments
to work for such a state, an Arab
journalist told an MIT audience
last Wednesday.
"Palestinian Power," according to Lebanese journalist
Ghassan Tueni, is becoming a
strong issue even in such countries as Saudi Arabia, which is
not , directly involved in the- Palestinian problem. The effect on
opinion in the Arab world,
Tueni said, might force govern-
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vThere Isan alternative to Rarvard Square

creased "sense of community"
since the Yom Kippur War of
1973, according to Tueni, who
added that this factor must be
taken strongly into account in
considering future Arab politics.
Extension of this sense of
community, Tueni added, was
the major challenge to the Arab
nations now. Despite public
opinion in America, the journalist said, Arab countries are "'rich
nations of poor people," and
class pressures across the wealth
chasm will provide as much trouble for Arab unity as-pressures
between conflicting countries.

CENTRAL SOIJAR2.1E
Serving a Complete Lunch and Dinner Menu
Cambridge'i Best Sunday Brunch 12noon - 5pm
868-5640
Ample Parking
v684 Mass. Avenue
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Nixonapersonality
blamoned for Wtsgate
Conrtinuedfro m page 1)
the trial and ignoringthe investigation that should be done."
Rowan cited the Special Proseinvestigation

cu tor's

of

the

"milk fund" and other sources
of Nixon campaign money as an
example of the type of investigaticns that should be persued by
the press.

I

kowan said that institu-

t

tional changes would be needed
to prevent future abuses of CIA
power in developing countries.
She cited the political situations
in Southern European countries
such as Portugal, Italy and
Greece as "a prime target for the
CIA to intervene if it wants to."
Domestic strife in those countries and threatened takeovers
by communist governments have
made them headaches for American diplomatic authorities in
recent weeks.
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Harrington, Ms. Rowan said,
is continuing his efforts to keep
tabs on the CIA's activities, but
is not sure what he can do to
stop the agency from undertaking covert actions. Congressional legislation is necessary,
she said, to prevent further incidents like those in Chile.
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Super slds e-rule
Calculator

7he Quest~hions RialiYc "
A video tape presentation of a
seminar by Chogyam Trungpa,
Rinpoche. Four talks, two each
evening, Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 21-22, 8pm, Room 4-270.
Tickets: $5 complete seminar,
$3 for one evening only. MIT
X3-5033 or 492-8099. ·1C --
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oliday Flights to

CHI CAGO
WASHINGTON, D.C.
BALTI MORE
VELAND
CL EE
ST. LOUIS

* Performs all the functions of a nationally-known
higher priced calculator and morel

LOS ANGELES
PH I LADE LPH I5A

* includes ex tra features never before available at
this low price!

Ml AMI-

EUROPE
and other heavily requested
destinations

The amazing SR-50 is fast and easy to master. It answers in
less than a second. Features: algebraic keyboard, single
fu ncti on keys for finding powers, roots, factorials,
logarithmic, trigonometric, and hyperbolic functions, for
sum and store, for converting answers to scientific notation.
Accuracy to 13 significant digits. The SR-50 includes AC
adapter/charger, cushioned carrying case and
manual/applications guide. Add $5.00 for registered mail.
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(Continuedfrom page 1)
immediate return," since the
crystal growth method can be
used immediately to produce
better electronic materials.
Ford also praised the experiment, saying 'This successful
demonstration serves as a useful
reminder of the contributions
that science and technology
.make toward improving and enriching our daily lives."
Scientists have predicted that
the, results of the crystal growth
on board Skylab will have a
significant effect on miniatur-

i
i

I

be carried out by automated
machinery.
'Ie crystal experiments were
done on board both Skylab III
and Skylab IV, and %villprobably be continued on the joint
US-Soviet~space flight scheduled
for next year. The segment presented to Ford was manufaca·C
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research, and
I
business oriented areas.
HOW TO GET FROM THERE TO HIERE!I
See the Grumman representatives wher
they come' to campus.

interfaces,

eJA many
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is the thing!

At Grumnman the technology
extends from automotive (motor homes),
maritime (hydrofoils and
yachts) through advanced
air- craft and lunar vehicles
(Lunar Module) and space
shuttles. it's hard to think of any
single company in the woriBld with
greater range of technology.
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Engineering and B3usiness Acdn -ni~nistration
unmatched
majors consequently have an L
far their talents in ejEngineering,
Zspectrum

College Recruitment.
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An Equal Opportunity E

SPEED~E
INSTANT PRINTING
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B95 MAIN STREET
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literature, or arrange an on-campus interview by contacting your College
qPlacement Office.
If an on-campus interview is not convenient, send comprehensive resume to
Mr. Thomas Rozzi, Jr., Manager,

11

a Business Forms
a Newsletters
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mnmovngad higs m-

chinesirn purposeful patterns within a great
tact-ical
diversity of origins --lestinations,
situations and logistical demands.
the
always
Speed is often, but not
answer. Performance-in spite of

* '"The Food - Population Crisis:
Responsibilities of American
Women" will be the topic of an
informal talk by Dr. Nevin S. Scrimshaw, Professor of Human Nutrition,
Head of the Department of Nutrition
and Food Science at MIT and Chairman of the World Health Organization advisory committee on Medical
Research, at the Technology Wives
Organization advisory committee on
Medical Research, at the Technology
Wives Organization Meeting on Tuesday, November 12 at 8:00pm in the
Emma Rogers Room (Bldg. 10-340'.
Refreshments,· discussion and an opportunity to join TWfO will follow.
The avent is open to the MIT community - husbands are welcome.

a Advertising Flyers
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~4~ science
GRUMMAN'sgf~!
AM .
Thatl~l~'s
right!:·:·.s
CJ
real businesseis the '
science of mrovinlg things

* Adopt a Shut-In Grandparent in
Brookline, Meeting - Tuesday Nov.
5th, 7:30 in the Ziskind Lounge,
George Sherrnan Union, Boston University, 775 Commonwealth Ave. For
more infonnation, call Candy,
353-6608 or Barb, 353-6612. Please
help.
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how t gelt froms here tob there
orhta

* The Harvard Graduate School of
Design is sponsoring its Third Annual
Open house for undergraduates at
Greater Boston colleges interested in
investigating the environmental design and planning professions; The
Open House will take place at Gund
Hall, 48 Quincy Street, Cambridge,
on Wednesday, November 13, from
3:30 to 5:30pm.
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* The Stnuggle For Independence
In Puerto Rico will be addressed by
Larry Thomrz of the Socialist Workers Party, founding member of-the
US Committee For Justice to Latin
American Political Prisoners, and
Roberto Marrero, of the Puerto
Rican Socialist Party, on Friday,
November 8, 1974, at 8:00pm The
Militant Forum will be held at 655
Atlantic Avenue Boston, Donation of
$1.00-50 cents for High School stu'dents and unemployed.
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discusses
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Robert Saltzna

165 Brighton Ave.
Telephone
A Iston
254-4819 ST*E HAIRS.: DAI LYf 9AM TO) 5:30PM; SATU1 MDAY To 4:3i

Jane Fonda, Daniel Ellsberg, and
singer Holly Near will be at Tufts
University Friday, November 8 for
the last leg of a nationwide tour to
draw attention to the continuing war
in Indochina. Joining them will be
MIT student Nguyen Huu An. The
rally is jointly sponsored by the
Indochina Peace Campaign, the Tufts
Lecture Series and the Tufts Political
Action Group, and will take place at
the Cousens Gym, Tufts University,
Medford at 8pm, Friday, November
8, with a $1.50 donation at the door.
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lecture:

U

MATTRESSES - CUSHIONg' - BOLSTERS
PILLOWS - PADS - SHREDDED
IMPORTED DANISH DESIGN FURNITURE
& Cover Replacements
Made To Order In Vinyls & Upholstery Fabrics

*
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tured on the Skylab III flight.
Gatos was also named rcipient of the Solid State Science
and Technology Award of the
Electrochemical Society this
week for his "outstanding contributions to the advancement of
solid state science and technology."
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AND POLYURETHANE FOAM & DACRON
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
CUT TO ANY SIZE & SHAPE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
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'Foam R ubber Is Our Business"'

ization of electronic-circuitry.
Use of weightless conditions and
vacuum ini space in manufacturinlg processes is also expected to'
have a profound impact on
many areas of the economy,
especially in processes which can
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(Continued from page 3)
Boston school system by doing
away with the Boston School
Committee, was defeated by a
3-2 margin. Other referenda,
however, fared better, including
Question 3, which provided for
state aid to private colleges and
students at such schools. That
measure was approved easily by
Massachusetts voters.
Massachusetts turnout was
lower than expected, with 55
per cent of registered voters
turning out in wet weather to
vote. Although earlier predictions of the vote ranged as high
as 80 per cent turnout, the
actual turnout was greater than.
is usual in a non-Presidential
election year.
. In other races, New York
Democrats took over the statehouse there for the first time in
16 years with the election of
Democratic Representative Hugh
L. Carey, who easily defeated
Governor Malcolm Wilson for
the top Albany post. The win by
Carey is expected to make him a
major force in the Democratic
Party in 1976, when he might
win nomination for a national,
office.
Carey will be aided in Albany
by Democratic control over the
state assembly and the state legislature. But the Democratic
wave proved insufficient to oust
Republican US Senator Jacob
Javits of New York, who defeated his challenger, forrmer US
Attorney General Ramsey Clark,
in what is predicted to be Javits'
last campaign.
In New Jersey, Governor
Brendan Byrne suffered a mild
setback when a referendum to
approve casino gambling in the
state - a measure Byrne supported - was defeated. The Governor had mollified his support
of the measure somewhat in
recent_ weeks, but nonetheless

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ----c~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Voters srwerve to

Democrats

was seen to have been hurt by
the rejection.
Identification with Watergate
and former President Richard M.
Nixon was the downfall of many
Republicans across the-country.
In Newv Jersey, for example,
Reps. Charles Sandman and
Joseph J. Maraziti, both of
whom had defended the former
President during impeachment
hearings before the House Judiciary Committee, were defeated..
In Indiana, Rep. Earl
Landgrebe, a staunch Nixon
backer who was probably the
last Congressman to defend the

Wl N FRE E
BOOKS FOR
LIFE!

former President after the revelation of the evidence that Nixon
had participated in the Watergate cover-up, was defeated by
his Democratic challenger, Rep.
David Dennis, another of
Nixon's defenders on the Judiciary committee, narrowly escaped a challenge by- political
scientist Philip Sharp in the 10th
District of Indiana, and Indianapolis Mayor Richard G, Lugar
found his title' "President
Nixon's favorite mayor" too
much to overcome in his challenge against Democratic Senator Birch Bayh.

the
Haarvard University Press

BOOK HARVEST
Today & Tomorrow
, vNOV. 8 & 9
10AM - 9PM

to WIN '50 worth of Harvard
University Press Books EVERY YEAR
F(OR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE!

39 Brattle St. Harvard Sq.
(located in Cardell's Restaurant)

Everyone submitting an entry form at the Sale
Sirloin Steak Dinner $3.40-- Chopped Sirloin Dinner $1.5O

before the 8:00 pm drawing on Saturday, Nov. 9

Wine by the glass * * * 1'2oz: Michelob 60c

at the HARVARD SCIENCE CENTER
One Oxford St.

We use only USDA Inspected Western Steer Beef with no
tenderizers, fillers, or coloring added (unlike the beef in somle other
restaurants).

is eligible to win. (Except Press employees and
their families.)

Opel 11:30am - 9:00pm. Closed Sunday
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LIFE BEFORE BIRTH, LIFE
ON EARTH, LIFE AFTER
DEATH. A scientific method
how you can acquire occult
knowledge without drugs! Dr.
RUDOLF STEINER'S works
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COMPUTERIZED
LITERATURE SEARCHING
Weeks of library labor saved by
searches of computer-stored citations by skilled information
Specialists. Data bases in 15 disciplines. Instantaneous results.
Rates, appointsnents, intormation at the MIT Libraries, or call
x7746.
Seeking math/cornmputer orientedindividual interested in researching 'roulette play with resulting system capable of providIng reasonable income. European
and/or American style. Contact
"Brunner,"
PO Box 12/1135,
Tehran, Iran.
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Hlousing: 19th floor Tang apartment (Cambridge) available
1/23/75, $131 including utilities
and parking. for info, call Bob
at x3-2280 or 494-9088.
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Based on primal theory. Oregon
Feeling Center, 680 Lincoln,
Eugene Or.
97401. (503)
726-7221.

Middle East Restaurant Tasty
original, home style cooking.
Exotlit flavorful, middle east
disl's. In Central Square: Open.11:30-2 for lunch, 5-10 for dinner (to 9 on Sunday) Brookline
St. -Cambridge, MA. C.al1
354-3238.
Term Pa~
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De Kuyper's Sloce Gin is a Very different, very
delicious liqueur, fsavored just sweet enough
by the sloe berry. You can take it on the rocks
. Abominable Syknan
Pour 2 oZ. De KuyperSloe
Gin over ice cubes in a tall
glass. Add ginger-ale.. Top
'with a twist Of lemon and
stir gently. Serve with straw.

ormixedwith just about anything. Forstarters,
just tryany of the recipes below. De Kuper's

Sloe in- "sloe" with an "e," not a "w.
$Si Joe Sloe IBall
De Kuyper Sloe
Shake
2
oz.
Combine 1Vtl oz. De K'yper
Sloe Gin, orange juice and Gin and I oz. of lemon juice
the juice of 1/4 lime. Pour Well with ice. Strain into
over ice cubes. Stir well ' cocktail glass r pourover
rocks.'Gamish with cherry
Garmishwith lime wedge.

Sloe Gin. 60 Procf. Product ot U.S A John De Kuyper anid Son. New York New York.
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Water ol Os'quadu
ir-oved

Water

polo

squad

- y Jay Morris.
B
MIT's varsity water polo team
completed its 1974 season with
a 4-8 record which, althoulgh not
a winning mark, was -a large.
improvement over last year's
1-11 record.
The squad improved greatly
over the season, which enabled it
to compete in the New Englan d
Championships, held October
26-27. Although -the team lost
all of its games there, it played
tight matches against Brown
(4-8) and Harvard (4-10).
This season marked the first
time in many years that MIT
posed a credible threat in its
conference. The Engineers did
this by playing hard-fought
games which were not reflected
in the 4-8 season mark. Although losing to Boston College
and Brown in all four games
played against these teams, each
of these matches was very closely contested, and the Engineers
The 1974 Class Day Crew
Regatta will be held tomorrow at Pierce Boathouse.
Thirty-five intermediate
eights will race, as well as
eleven mixed fours, ten senior
fours and three senior eights.
Because of the large nurmber of entries heats will begin
at 8:40am. Finals will begin
at 2:00pmr. There will be a
consolation final as well as a
grand final for intermediate
eights.
VERY IMPORTANT:
There will be a pre-race meeting this afternoon at 5:30 to
draw lanes and equipment for
the heats and to outline the
race schedule. A representative from each crew must
attend the meeting One person may represent more than
one crew.

r

improvea

mal impressive season.
The loss of such talented
seniors will not be fatal, how-.
ever, because of the strong group.
of freshmen on the team this
year. Steve Melnikoff '78 earned
himself a starting position this
year, while Dick Henze '78,
Gary Simpson '78, and Sam
Senane '78 showed much promise. With upperclassmen Mark
Th orne-Thomsen '78, Tony
Abner '77, Marc Deric '76, Jeff
Bentley '76, and goalie Steve
Oblath '77 returning, next year
Ought to bring an exciting season
of water polo to MIT.

remained within striking distance until the final minutes of
each game.
MIT did gain impressive victories over - Dartmouth, URI,
Trinity, and- Southern Connecticut College, marking the.Engineers as the New England team
to watch next year. Only Harvard and Yale dealt MIT decisive
losses.
The team will lose some of its
leadership with the graduation
of seniors Dan Bethencourt and
Dave Rose (the team's leading
scorers), Thomas Jacobs, 'and
Peter Schulz, each of whom had
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SMICHIGABN
GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTR ATION
A representative of the Admissions Office will be on
campus Friday, November 15, 1974 to discuss the Master
of Business Administration with students interested in
management careers;
Appointments to meet with James B Ardis, Director of
Admissions, may be made through the Career Planning and
Placement Office.
The MBA degree program is a two-year course widely
recognized as preparation for careers in the management of
business, government and other organizations. College
graduates with majors in liberal arts, humanities, social
science, engineering, or other fields are eligible to apply if
at least one mathematics course has been included in the
undergraduate program.
_
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Brandei
s runner finally
tops MITS Richardson
(Continuedfrom page L_2J
Bentley Saturday with a low
score of 24 points. MIT followed
with 42, and Bentley, which
boasted a 14-6 record coming
into the meet, trailed,with 65.
Richardson suffered his first
dual meet loss of the year to
Rich Reinhold of Brandeis.
Reinhold covered the 5-mile
course in 24:48, seven seconds
,ahead of Richardson. Carlson
and Jeff Baerman '76 ran their
best races of the season, Carlson
5thn in 25:31 and Baermnnan 8th in
25:45.
The JV ended its most successful season ever (6-2) on a
cheerful note with a shutout
(capturing the first five places)
over Brandeis and Bentley. Stan
Martin '77 broke the tap e for
MIT in 16:48 over the 3.1-mile
course. Eric Carr '78, Jeff Kaste
'78, Frarnk Kenney '78, and
Mike Lowry '77 ran career bests
to account for the clean sweep.
Despite this being the-fastest
MIT cross country squad ever,

q

The Harvard Law Forum presents jA
FONDA
speking at 3:00 PM'on November 8th in the Ames
Courtroom, Austin Hall, atHarvard Law School.'
Tickets $1.50 in advance at Holyoke Center, or
$2.00 at the door. For more information, contact
the Forum at 45-4417.
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the Engineers still did not receive a berth in the Nationals in
Wheaton, Illinois. Athletic Director Ross H. Smith cited budget
problems as the chief deterrent
to the proposed trip.
Needless to- say, the team
members felt disappointed and
slighted at the decision, as the
9-2 season record was the second
best in MIT history. Coach Pete
Close, who has turned cross
country into a winning sport at
MIT in his two seasons with the
team, felt that this was one of
the finest intercollegiate teams
MIT would sponsor this year,
noting that in the past, teams of
this caliber would have been
justified in going to the Nation:
als. (The 1968 squad finished
8-3, and was sent to the Nationals, where they placed 4th.) IHe
also stated that hopefully by
next year, specific qualifications
will be spelled out for a berth in
the
NCAA's.
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Grants for Graduate Study in
I

ENGLAND AND GERMANY
Churchill Scholarships for study at Churchill College,
Cambridge University in the fields of Science, Engineering
and Mathematics. Deadline: November 11, 1974.
DAAD Scholarships (German Academic Exchange Service)
for study at a German University. Deadline: November 15,
1974.
See the Foreign Study Office, Room 7-133, Ext. 3-5243
for further details and application forms.
-
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Herb Blodgett has been helping people buy
Savings Bank Life Insurance-for 26years. If he
can't answer your questions,-hisstaffhas78 'years' experience.altogether. That's a lot of
brains to pick.
- -

Cabr. igp~t:.
Savings Bgankm
689 Mass. ,Ave.in Centrsl
864 527.1'
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Math wins IM volleyba,1 title
By Edward M. Cluss
After an exciting week of IM
volleybali playoff, action, teams
from the Math Department and
MacGregor C finally emerged
Iast Sunday as the A-league and
C-league champions, respectively.

Math had to fight off an
excellent Persian team, winning
the title match, 1i5-8, 13-15,
:5-8, while the C-league winner
.lad a relatively easy trip to the
::hampionship, downing the
other finalist, G.R.A.S., in the
clincher.

In order to qualify for this
year's A-league 'playoffs, an
A-league team had to finish at
least third in its division, while
B-league squads had to finish
first. C-league teams were similarly required to win their division to be eligible for post-season play. Altogether, 20 of the
99 teams qualified for the tournament.
As the Math squad finished
third in its' division, the win
could certainly be labeled as an
upset. Led by player-coach Dave
Castanon G, Math easily beat the
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Individual entries for this
year's IM cross-country meet,
to be held this Sunday at
I 1:00am, will be accepted
until ten minutes before the
starting time, althrough the
deadline for team entries has
passed. Awards will be given
to the winning team as well as
to the first 15 male and top
five female finishers.

::

'

Volleyball Club team and Baker,
both of whom had defeated
Math during the regular season,
in preliminary matches. The
runner-up Persians swept two
games from Bexley to move into
the final.
Losing in the C-league semifinals to MacGregor C and.
G.R.A.S. were the MacGregor H
"Turkeys A" and MacGregor E
"team A."

-'.

. !.

The 1974 fall IM cycling
meet will be held tomorrow
at a location just east of
Belmont. 'Registration forms
should be returned to the IM
Managers' Office, W32-121,
by 5:00pm today, but late'
registration will be accepted
at the. starting point of the
race.
Rosters and entry forms'
for this year's iM- hockey
program must be submitted
to the IM Managers' Office,
W32-121, by 5:0Opm today.
No late registration will be
accepted.
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Skipper Chuck Tucker "75 (above at right) with his crew Chuck
Johnson '76 helped sail MIT to a sixth place finish in, last weekend's
Schell Trophy Regatta, qualifying the team for this year's Atlantic
Coast Championships. The pair, also shown below, finished in a tie
for fourth among the A-Division boats.
Photos by Mark James

SAlasFs sixth

Schell,

earn spot in Atlantfcs
By Lila Kobylak
This weekend the MIT men's

varsity sailing team qualified for
the - Atlantic Coast Championships by finishing sixth in the
Schef Trophy Regatta. This
regatta serves the dual purpose
of being a trophy regatta as well
as being the eliminations for the
:Atlantic Coast Championship.
A- Division skipper Chuck
Tucker '75 with crew Chuck
Johnson '76, and B-Division
skippers Paul Erb '76 and Bill
Critch '77 with crew Steven
Gourley '77 sailed for the Engineers.
Regatta scores are ,summarized below, with asterisks used
to denote Atlantic Coast quali-

tative of the freshman fall championship. Judging- from his record this season, Smith has a
good chance of winning the
trophy.
The MIT women's sailing
team wrapped up its'fall season
by placing sixth in the Captains
Cup hosted by Jackson College.
Co-captain Barbara Belt '77 skippered the A-Division entry while
Debbie Sanikiff '77 was BDivision skipper.

The IM wrestling tournament will be held Saturday,.
November 16, in the duPont
Wrestling Room. Team rosters for the tournament are
due in the IM Managers'
Office, W32-121, by 5:00pm i
next Monday, November 11.
All teams are urged to send a
representative to the seeding
meeting, which will be held at
8:Q00pm on Tuesday, November 12 at SAE, 484 Beacon
Street, Boston.

Dave Castanon Gled the Math' Department team to victory in this

The women's swimming
team is now practicing daily
at the pool at 5:45pm. -All
interested, including graduate
students, are invited to attend. For more information,
contact Mary-Lou Sayles,

By Dave Dobos
The MIT cross country team
placed eighth in the Eastern
Championslips at Franklin Park
on Saturday, October 26, and
then ended its dual meet season
by splitting with Brandeis and
Bentley, to finish 9-2 yere last
Saturday.
Frank Richardson '77 hi*-
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Photo by EdMcCabe

Cross coAuntry 8th
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Easterns, 9-2 fnal log
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Yale
59 79
Brown
84 72
Coast Guard
87 71
Royal Military .
Acad. of Canada 92 104 196
Franklin Pierce 116 116 232
Freshman Gary Smith Lplaced
second in the qualifiers for the
Pirdy Trophy. which is represen-

....

year's IM volleyball tournanment.
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if

fiers.

Schell Trophy
Tufts
Kings Point
Harvard
URI
Northeastern
MIT
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lighted the invitational for the
Engineers, finishing 7th in the
124-man, 18-team field. His time
of 24:36 over the 5-mile course
makes him the fastest MIT runner in history for that distance.
Courtney McCracken'76, Steve
Keith '77, and Chris Svendsgaard
'78 continued the teamwork
characteristic of the squad all
year long to finish 45th, 46th
and 47th, respectively. All three
broke 26:00, a first for
McCraken. MIT was hurt by the
loss of Al Carlson '75 for the
meet. With the steadily
improving Carlson, the Engineers
could easily have been fifth.
Providence College swept the
top three places enroute to the
championship with an impressive
low score of 28 points. Springfield College was runner-up with
75.
The JV also finished eighth in
the Easterns. Lenny Berman '75
paced the harriers with a time of
16:52 for 31st place in the
3.1-mile event. The team finish
was a dismal one for the JV,
who expected to do much
better.
Brandeis, a potential winner
of the Division III national title,
took a dual meet from MIT and
(Please tun? to page 11)

